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Notation and Conventioms.
  rw linearequivalence
  E numericalequivalence
  ODP ordinary double point, i.e., singularity analytically isomorphic to {xy +
z2 +u2 -- oc C4}
  QODP singularity analytically isomorphic to {xy+z2+u2 =• O c C4/Z2(1, 1, 1,O)}

  Fn Hirzebruch surface of degree n
  F.,g surface which is obtained by the coRtractioxx of the negative sectieB of F.
  Q3 smeetk 3-dimemsioBal quadric.
  gi (l fE{ i .Åq 5) Q-facteria} Gcrenste!R termiAa} Faxxe 3-feld ef FaEg IRdex 2,
and with Picard Ramber i and (-K)3 = 8i, wkere K is the caRoRical divisor
  A2i (l SiS li amedi pt IC) Q-factorial Gorenstein terrninal Fane 3-fold of
Fano index 1, and with Picard number 1 and (-K)3 rm 2i

  contraction of (m,n)-type extremal contraction whose exceptional Iocus has
dimension m and the image of the exceptional locus has domension n

                          O. INTRODUCTION

  In this article, we will work over C, the complex number field.

Definition e.O (QFano variety). Let X be a normal projective variety. We say
ghag X ls a Åq{21-Fang variety (resp. weak {{iii-FaRo variety) lf X has oB}y termiBai
slfigularities alld -Kx }s amp}e (resp. Ref a#d big).

  Let I(X) := miitUgeKx ls a Castier divisgr} and we cail I(X) the GcreRstein
index of X.
  Write I(X)(-Kx) "wwem r(X)H(X), where H(X) is a primitive Cartier divisor and
r(X) E N. (Note that .IY(X) is unique since PicX is torsion free.) Then we call
iS( :lx) the Fano index of X aud denote it by F(X).

Reinark O.1.
   (1) We can allow that a Q-Fano variety or a weak QFano variety has worse
      singularities than terininal. When we have to treat such a variety in this
      paper, we indieate singu}arities which we allew, e.g., 'a Q-Fano 3-fe}d with
      oi}ly caRonica} singularlties';
   (2) lf X ls Geremstein ln DefigitleR g.g, we say that X is a FaRe vastegy (resp.
      a weak Fano variety).
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HIROMICHI TAKAGI

  For the classification theory of varieties, a Q-factorial Q-Fano variety with Picard

number1 is important because it is an output of the minimal model program. Here
we mention the known result about the classification of Q-Fano 3-folds:

   (l) G. Fane started the classification of smooth Fano 3-folds and it was com-
      pleted by V. A. Iskovskih [Ill N ll41, V. V. Shokurov [Shil, [Sh2], T. FXgjita
      CFgl] •v {Fu3], S. Meri aRd S. Mitkai [MMI] rv [MM3];
   (2) S. Mgkai [Mu] ciassMed iRdeccmpesab}e Gereas#ein Fanc 3-felds with cai}ok-
      ical singttlarities by using vecter l)uRdles;
   (3) T. Sano [Sanll and independently F. Campana and H. Flenner [CF] c}assi-
      fied non Gorenstein Fano 3-folds of Fano indices År 1;
   (4) T. Sano [San2] elassified non Gorenstein Fano 3-folds of Fano indices 1
      and with only cyclic quotient terminal singularities. Recently T. Minagawa
      [Mil] proved that mon Gorenstein Q-Fano 3-folds with Fano indices 1 can
      be deformed to one with only cyclic quotient terminal singularities;
   (5) A. R. Fletcher [Fl] gave the classification ofQFarxo 3-folds which are weight-

      ed complete intersectioRs of codimensien l or 2. Recently S. Altinok [Al]
      (see alse [RM21År obtained a list of Åq[ \-Fallo 3-foids which are subvarieties in

      a weigkted projective space ef cedimeRsioR 3 or 4.

  Cft the gther hand K. Takeuchi {Tl] simpllfied and amplMed V. A. Iskovskih
's method of classificatioxx by tts!ng the theery of the extremal ray. In particular
he reproved the Shokurov'$ theorem [Sh2], the existence of lines on a smooth Fano
3-fold of Fano index 1 and with Picard number 1 by simple numerical calculations.
  We formulate a slight generalization of Takeuchi's construction for a @-factorial
Q-Fano 3-fold X with p(X) = 1 and give a classification of a (Q)-factorial (Q)-Fano
3-fold with the fo11owing properties:

Main
   (i)
   (2)
   (3)

   (4)
   (5)

Assumption O.2.
pÅqX) = 1;
;ÅqX) = 2;
F(x) - g;
hg(-Kx) ) 4;
there exists an index 2 point P such that

(X, P) tst ({xy +z2 + ua == o}/Z2(1,1, 1,O),o)

for some a ff N.

Takeuchi's construction O.3. Here we explain aslight generalization ofTakeuchi's
construction. Let .X be a Q-factorial Q-Fano 3-fold with p(X) == 1. Suppose that
we are g!ven a biragional merphism f : Y -ÅÄ X with the fol,lowiRg properties;

   (l) Y is a weak g21-Faxxo 3-feld;
   Åq2) f is all extremai divisorial ceEtractioii sgch tkat f-exceptiefial lecus E is a

      prime Q-Canier diviser.

  Then we obtain the following diagram:

yo:exy -g-o. yll... g-k.i yk

X -x•,

    '
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                           Q-FANO 3-FOLDS

where

   (1) Yo --ÅÄ Yli is a fiop or a fiip and Yi --ÅÄ Yi+i is a dip for i 2 1;

   (2) f' is a crepant divisorial contraction (in this case, i == O) or an extremal

      eentraction which is not isomorphic !ll codimemsion l.

  We llse tke fel}ewing llotatieg:

  yi := Yk;

  Ei :== the strict transform ef E en Yi;

  E := the strict transform of E on Y';

  e :== E3 - Ei3 if Yo --" Yi is a flop or :== O otherwise;

  di := (-Ky,)3 - (-Ky,.,)3 (resp. ai :== ew.ft.l,).t,) if Yi ----" Yi+i is a flip, where

li is a flipping curve, or::O (resp. := O) otherwise;

  z and u is defined as follows:

  If f' is birational, then let E' be the exceptioma} divisor of f' ai}d set E' ii!
zÅq-Kyi) - 2tE or !f f' is itot biratioRai, theR let L be the pul} back of aR ample

geEerater of P!cX' and $et L ii! x(-Kyt) - zzE.

  We llete the fellowing:

   (i)

                   (-Ky,)2E = (-Ky)2E - 2 aidi;

                   (-Kv,)E2 : (-Ky)E2 - Åí ai2di;

                       R3 = E3 -e-2ai3dti

   (2) On the other hand the value or the relation of the vaiue (expressed with
      z and u) of (-Kyt)3, (-Ky,)2E, (-Ky,)E2 and E3 are restricted by the
      properties of ft.

  By these (1) and (2), we obtain equations of Diophantine type.

  Under Main Asg.urnption O.2, Construction O.3 works for a suitable choice of f
and we can solve the equations as lloted above.

                   '
Main Tkeerem. Let X be as i# esgin Ass#mptien e.2. Let f : Y - X be the
weighted bgew up at .F' with weight S(1, l, l,2). Tk{fet rY is a weak Q-li}7ane 3-foid.

  Consider the diagram a,s in O.3. Let h ;= h":(-Kx), IV := aw(X) andn :=
2 aw(Yi, PiJ•) (the sum,mation is taken over tlre index 2 points on flipping curves?,
where aw(X) is the number of S(1, 1, 1)-singularities fvhich we obtain by deforming

non Gorenstein points ofX locally and aw(YTi,Pio•) is defined similarly. Then we
can solve the equations abo've and obtain a geographie elassification of X as beloan
P in the table mean$ that we don't know the existence of an example? :
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HIROMICHI TAKAGI

=(-Kx) N e n x (-Ky,.C) f,,X'

' l 15 g 1 / (2,O)4,(-Kx,)=-,I(Xt)=2
- l / / 1 / crepdiv.,(-e-Kx,)=2,l(X')==1
3 2 l2 e l / (2,e)s,A4

. 3 lg g l 1 (2,l),A6
4 4 8 e 1 2 (2,1),As
4 4 9 3 1 / (2,O)1,Aio

?- 5 6 o 1 3 (2,1),Aio
?- 5 8 3 1 / (2,O)s,Ai6
?- 5 9 o 2 / (3,1),degF=6
?5 6 4 o 1 4 (2,1),Ai2

            z = u if f' is not a crepant divisorial contraction.

             u == 2 if f' is a crepant divisgviai contraction.

             F ;= a seneral fiber of fS of f' is Åq3, i)-type.

                     See Appendin fer (2, e)i.

g(C) = O in case f' is of type .Ei and every singularity ofY is a g(1,
1, 1)-singularity.

=(-Kx) N e n z degA degF f,,X,

- 1 9 o 1 / 3 (3,1)

5 2 8 1 1 / 4 (3,1)

?- 3 7 2 ! / 5 (3,l)

?- 3 8 e 2 8 / (3,2),F2,c

?6 4 7 i 2 6 / (3,2),pt2,g

?6 4 6 3 l / 6 (3,l)

?-- 5 6 2 2 4 / (3,2),pt2,g

A:=
              z= u.
 the discriminant divisor

F := a general fiber of f'

of f'

if f'

if f' is (3,2)-typue+

is (3,1)-type.

=(-Kx) N e n z degA (-Ky,.C) f',xf

- l 7 g l 7 / (3,2),?
7 2 7 e 4 (2,1),l5]

?7 2 6 1 1 6 / (3,2),?

T 3 7 o 2 / 9 (2,1),i21,I(X')-2

- 3 6 1 a / 30 (2,i),[5]

?im 3 5 2 1 5 / (3,2),P
?8 4 4 3 1 4 / (3,2),P

?.ir 5 3 4 1 3 / (3,2),P

li
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Type fil means
ISan27•

the Q-Fano

   Q-FANO 3.FOLDS

3-fold of type Iil which was classified by T.Sano in

me

(-Kx) N e n z (-Kyt.C) f"Xs

. l 6 g 3 36 (2,l),

9 2 6 g 2 i8 (2,i),[3]

9 2 5 l 3 32 (2,l),

- 3 5 1 2 15 (2,i),[3]

- 3 4 2 3 28 (2,1),P

Type !of means
rSan21.

the Q-thno 3-fo ld of type Iil uJhich was

  u=z+L

classified by T.Sano in

nm
(-KxÅr N e n x Åq-Kyi.C) f,Xi

- 1 6 g l 6 (2,l),B3

- 1 5 e 2 27 (2,1),Q3
11 2 4 1 2 24 (2,1),Q3

u=z+L

=Åq-Kx) N e n z u (-Kyi.CÅr f"Xs

m l 5 e l 2 lg (2,l),B4

=
(-Kx) N e n degA (-Kyr.C) f',x'

nv 1 4 o / 14 (2,1),Bs

- 1 6 o o / (3,2),P

15 2 3 1 / 12 (2,1),Bs

                         i=: l andu == 2.

  in particutar we have (-Kx)3 S l5 ang hg(-Kx) S lg.

  Based on this re$uk, we can derive the fol}owing properties for X as in the main
theorem:

Theorem A. if any indEx 2 point satisfies the assumption (5? of O.2, then 1 - Kx l

has a member with only canonical singularities.

  So the general elephant conjecture by M. Reid is aMrmative for such an X.

12
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ffIROMICftI TAKAGI

Theorem B. Let X be aQ-factorial Q-Fano 3-fold with (1?AJ(4? of 0.2. Let
N:: gw(X). TheR ifNÅrl (resp. N= V, X can be transfer"med to amp-
foctozz`ai Q-F7ano 3-feid 2' with (l]tv (3] ef 6.2 and with oniy QeDP's cr g(l, i, 1)-

singttlarities as its singularities and hO(-K2,) == h and aw(Z') = N- 1 (resp. a
smooth Fano 3-fold 2' with p(2') me 1, F(2') me= 1 and hO(-K2,) =: h? a$ follows:

                                9
                           f/ xg
               x -E!nt,i,f l 2 es'f 2,,
where * E!ff'S}f ** means that ** is a smati deformation of*;

  .rk is a (gD-Fano 3-fold as in 0.2 and with only ODP'$, QODP's or S(1,1,1)-
singularities as its singularities;

  f:Y -År X is chesen a$ f in the maiR theerem;
  g : Y --År Z be the anti-canonicai modei.

  This is an amalogue to the Reid's fantasy about Calabi-Yau 3-foXds [RMI].

Theerem C. ij gny inde$ 2 peint is g S(l,1,lÅr-singeclaf2'ty, X can be embedded
into a weighted projective space P(lh,2N), where h :=: hg(-Kx) and N is the
number of g(1, 1, 1)-singularities on X.

  We hope that this fact cak be used for the classification of Mukai's type (see
[Mul)•

                           1. ExAMpLES

  We cgR$ider the case that he(-Kx) =4 and N :4. By tke table ef Åíke
main theorem, there are two possibilities of X in this case. We assume that every
singularity of Y is a ;(1, 1, 1)-singularity. Then one of the following holds:

[1]. f' is an extremal divisoriai centractioR which contracts a divisor E' to a enrve
C and l - Ky, - E'l f ip. X' is a (2,2, 2)-complete intersectieR in ew6 and satisftes

the following properties:

   (1) X' is factorial;

   (2År C ls a smeeth conic;
   (3) X' has 3 singuiarities Po N P2 en C and Pi is an ODP or the singulatrity
      analytically isomorphic to the origin of {xg + z2 + w3 -- O} ( r C4. 0utside

      Pi's, X' is smooth.

[2]. f' is blowing up at a smeeth poiRt Q :=: f'(E') alld i - Ky, - E'l f di. X' is
smooth, isomorphic to Aio and there exist exactly three lines through the point Q.

  We will construct examples for these cases by the following three steps:

Step 1• We constract X' satlsfying the properties as stated as iR [i] er [2];

Step 2. We construct f' satisfying the properties as stated as in [1] or [2];

Step 3. We construct f : Y - X as ln the main theerem from Y'.

[il•

Step 1 for [1]. We construct X' with only ODP's.

13
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qFANO 3-FOLDS

Claim 1. Let V (resp. X'? be a (2,2)-complete intersection in P6 (resp. a quadric
section of V? with the following properties:

   (1) V (resp. X'? contains a smooth conic C;
   (2) V (resp. X'? has three ODP's Po rv P2 on C and outside Pi 's, V (resp.
      X'? is smooth.

Then X' is factorial.

Proof We claim that Y contains the plane P spanned by C. Let a be the pencil
which consists of quadrics in P6 containing V. Since Pi is an ODP on V, there is a

quadric in a which is singular at Pi. If there is a quadric in a which is singular at
all Pi's, then it is singular on P and hence V is singular along C, a contradiction.
So a is generated by two quadrics which are singular at some Pi. But such quadrics
contains P and hence V contains P.
  Let u : V --År V be the composition of the blowing ups at Po rv P2 and Fi the
exceptional divisor over Pi. Let X' be the strict transform of X' on V and H the
total transform of a hyperplane section of V. Then X' rv 2H - Fo - Fi - F2. Note
that IL[ - Fi - F]•l is free outside the strict transform lij of the line through Pi
and Po• and IH - Fkl is free (note that lij is contained in V since liJ• c P). By
this, we can easily see that [X'l is free a[nd X' is numerically trivial only for lij•'s
((i,o') == (O, 1), (1, 2), (2, O)).

  Let ip be the morphism defined by IX'1. Then ip-exceptional curves are lii•'s. We

will prove that Leff(V, X') holds and X' meets every effective divisor on V. By [H,
p.165, Proposition 1.1] and the argument of [H, p.172, the proof of Theorem 1.5],
it suMces to prove that cd(V - X') Åq 3, i.e., for any coherent sheaf F on V - X',
Hi(V - X',F) = O for all i 2 3. Let V : = ip(V) and X' : = ip(X'). Consider the

Leray spectral sequence

E,Pq = HP(V - IjlT,, Rqip'.F) =År EP+q := HP+q(V - X,,F),

where ip' := iplv.I,. Since V - X' is aMne and the dimension of every fiber of ip

S 1, we have E8q =Oforp21orq22whence EP+q=O forp+q) 2. So the
assertion follows.
  Furthermore since X' is nef and big, Hi(V,O(-nX')) = O for n År- 1 and t' =
1,2 by KKV vanishing theorem. Hence by the Grothandieck-Lefschetz theorem
[G, p.135, 3.18] (or [H, p.178, Theorem 3.1]), we have PicX' cy PicV f)t Z4. So

p(X'/X') = 3 which imply that X' is factorial. O

  We will give a pair (V,X') satisfying the condition of Claim 1. Let C be a
smooth conic in P6 and Po rv P2 three points on C. We can choose a coordinate
of P6 such that C = {xoxi+xix2+x2xo == x3 == x4 = xs = x6 = O} and
Pi = {xj -- O for 2' 7E i}.

Claim 2. Let X' be a (2, 2, 2)-comptete intersection in IED6 satisfying the following

conditions:

   (1) X' is factorial,'

   (2) X' contains a smooth eonic C;
   (3) X' has three ODP's Po N P2 on C and outside Pi 's, X' is smooth.

  Then X' is the intersection of three quadrics (2i rv Q3 of the following forms by
permuting Pi 's if necessary:

14
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HIROMICHI TAKAGI

                     Qi := {moxo + rnixi + qi = O};

                     Q2 := {pmlxl + m2x2 + g2 == O};

                                           6
                Q3 :=: {xoxl +xlx2 + x2xo +2lixi = o},

                                          i= 3
where p G C, mi (resp. qO is a linear form (resp. a quadratic form? of x3 tv x6
and li is a linear form ofxo ev x6.
  Conversely if X' = Qi fi Q2 nQ3, where Qi is of the form as above and mi, qi
and li• are suitably general, then X' satisfies (1) tv (3).

Proof. Let 7 be the net which consists of quadrics containing X'. 7 contains a
member Qi which is singular at P2. Then Qi is of the form as above. If mi =
m2 = O, then Qi is singular on the plane P spanned by C and hence X' is singular
along C, a contradiction. Hence mi # O or m2 ; O. By permuting Pi and P2 if
necessary, we may assume that mi S O. 7 contains a member Q2 which is singular
at Pe. Q2 is of the form as

{ml'xl + m2x2 + q2 = O},

where mi' and m2 (resp. q2) are linear forrns (resp. is a quadratic form) ofx3 tv x6.

7 also contains a member Q' which is singular at Pi. If (?i, Q2 and Q' generate 7,
then X' contains the plane P, a eontradiction to the factoriality and F(X') = 1.
Hence Q' is contained in the pencil generated by Qi and Q2. So mi' == pmi for
some p E C and
                 Q == {-pmoxo + m2x2 + (q2 - pqi) = O}•

Since X' does not contain P as noted above, 7 contains a member Q3 of the form
as in the statement. e3 is not contained in the pencil generated by Qi and Q2 and
hence Qi's generate or.
  Conversely let X' := Qi n Q2 fi Q3, where Qi is of the form as above and mi, qi
and li are suitably general. We can easily check that X' satisfies (2) and (3). Set

V := Qi nQ2. We may assume that V satisfies the condition of Claim 1. Hence by
Claim 1, X' is factorial. O

Step 2 for [1]. Let u' : X' - X' be the composition of the blowing ups at
Po nu PN"2 and Fi' the exceptional divisor over Pi. Let "':J?' - JXi' be the

blowing up along the strict transform C of C and F' the pa'-exceptional divisor. We
will denote the strict transforms of the two fibers of Fi c! Pi Å~ Pi through Fi n C
by lij (o' = 1, 2). Note that -Kt,.liJ- = O. We can easily see that 1 - KJie,l is firee by

PnX' = C, where P is the plane spanned by C and -Kf, is big. Hence lij's are
flopping curves on .)?' and we can see that the classes of lii and li2 belong to the
same ray. Let J?' --" R'+ be the fiop. Then the strict transforms of Fi"s on lgl'+

are P2's and we can contract them to 5(1, 1, 1)-singularities. Let g' : Jlt'+ -:eh Y' be

the contraction morphism, f' : Y' --År X' the natural morphism and E' the strict

transform of F'.
  We will see that l - Ky, - E'l f ip. Let F'+ be the strict transform of F' on
IJ?'+. Then -Kx,+ - F'+ = g'*(-Ky, - E'). Furthermore hO(-Kx,- - F'+) ==

15
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hO(-Kt,-F'). Hence it suflices to prove that hO(-Kf,1Fr) S 3 since hO(-Kk,) =
dy. Since there i$ a smooth member of I - Kx,I, we have Allolx, x O(-1) e O(-2)-

ffence F' t eq and -K2siFi #v Ce ÅÄ g, wkeTe Ue is tke mlnimal sectioR gÅí F' and
i ls a ftber of F'. So we are done.

Step 3 for [1]. Since Y' has only i(1,1,1)-simgularities and -Ky, is nef and big,

we can construct a similar diagram Yo' := Y' --ÅÄ Yi'...Yit ---ÅÄ Yi+i'...Y :ur=
vr -f X to O.3 by considering extremal rays, where Yi' --. X-f.i' is a fiop or a fiip

foer i = g ai}d a Mp for i År- l. Let Ei Åqresp. E) be tke striet transform of g ek Y{'

(resp. Y). Let Ri be the extremaai ray which is other than the ray associated to f'
for i = O or the Ky,-negative extremal ray for i im 1. By similatr calculations to O,3,

we have

Åq1) (-Ky)2E = l + 2 ai'gi';

(2) (-Ky)E2 = -2-2ai'2di';

(3) E3 uc -6 + Åí a, '3diS + e',

where e', ai' and ali' are similarly defined to O.3 with respect to -Ky,, and Ei and

furthermore we can see that ai' is a non negative integer.

Claim 3. Ei.Ri Åq O.

Preof. We can prove the assertion by inductioxx. For i = e, Ee.Re Åq g can be
directly checked. Assume that the assertion holds for the numbers less than i. So
the other extremal ray thaii Ri is positive for ,El7i. Since -Ky,t is free outside u
finite number of curves, -Ky,tIrt, is numerically equivalent to an effective 1-cycle.

}Ienee by -Ky,iE,2• S -KyiE2 ur: -2, we have Ei.Rk Åq g. Z

  By thls claim, we knew tkat f is all divisoriai contraction whese exceptiomal
divisor is E. Iff is a crepant divi,$orial contraction, then l = 0. But (-Ky,)2E me 1,

a contradiction. Hence f is a K•y-negative contraction. Assumae that f is (2,1)-
type which contracts E to a curve C'. Then (-K\.C') = (-Ky + E)(-Ky)E ww

-
1 - 2) di'ai'(at' - 1) Åq O, a contradiction since X is a Q-Fano 3-fold.

  By tke classlficatieit ef a (2,e)--type ceRtractiofi from a 3-fo}d witk ggly ikdex
2 terminal singularities (see Appendix), if f is such all ce#tractioll, then we have

- KyE2 ) -2. 0n the other hand -KyE2 nd -Ky,E2 = -2. Hence there is
nn fiip. So (-Ky)2E = (-Ky,)2E = 1 and hence again by the classification of a
contraction as above, f is the blow up at a S(1,1,1)-singularity or the weighted
blow up at a QODP wkh weigkt (S, S, S, lÅr (we use the coordlnate as stated in the

deggkieR ef QODP) . Iii aay case X ls a Q-Fane 3-feld witk I(X) == 2. We call
easlly check that (-Kx)3 == 4 and aw(X) = 4. Furthermore hy this, F(X) must
be S. So X is what we want.

[2].
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Step 1 for [2]. The Grassmannian G(2,5) (parameterizing 2-dimensional sub-
spaces of 5-dimensional vector space) can be embedded into P9 by the Plilcker
embedding. Its defining equations are xij•xki - xilexa-i + xJ•kxii = O for all 1 S
i Åq ]' Åq k Åq l f 5, where xpq (1 SpÅq q S 5) is a Plitcker coordinate.
Let Q be the point defined by xpq =e Åíor any (p,q) pt! (1,2). bet ii (resp.
i2År be the }IRe c G(2,5År defined by `g., = g fer any (p,q) 7tl (l,2),Åql,3) (re-
sp. (p,g) 7E Åql,2),(2,4År). Let l3 be the gRe c G(2,5) deftRed by tke equatign$
a;pg = rpgxi2 for (p,e) ptk (1,2) sueh that r34 = r3s =: r4s me C, ri3T24 - r23ri4 := e,

r13r2s - r23rls = O, rz4r2s - r24rls = e and rlsr2s ffk O. Let H be the 3-plane
spanned by li, l2 and l3. Then G(2,5) nH = li Ul2 Ul3. Hence by [MM3,
Proposition 6.8], there are two hyperplane Hi, EI2 and a quadric Q such that
X' := G(2, 5) n Hi n ll2 nQ is smooth and X' contains li, l2 and l3. Since the
tangent space of X' at O also contains all the lines on X' through Q, it is equal to

H. Hence there are only three lines on X' through Q.

Step 2 for [2]. Let f' : Y' - X' be the blow up at (? and E' the exceptional
divisor. Let Si', l2' and l3' be the transferms efSi, i2 axxd l3 on Y'. Since Bsl-Kyil ==

li'Ug2'Ug3', the raRk eÅítke matural map Hg(-Kyi) --År lle(O(-KytIE,)) ls 3. ffeRce
there is a ggique men}ber rk ef l - Ky, - E'l slnce hg(-Kyi) == 4.

Step 3 for [2]. Since l - Kyt +E'Ps free aRd -Kyt -f- g' is mamerlcally trivlal oRly
for ii', l2' and t3' and positive for a curve in E', they are numerically equivalent and

span an extremalray R ofNE(Y'). Since Bsi-Ky,I ww li'Ul2'Ul3' and -Ky,.li' Åq O,
Supp R=li'Ul2'ul3'. Furthermore by Bsl- Ky,I :llUl2'Ul3' again, there is a
smooth anti-canonical divisor D ([MM3, Proposition 6.8]). Hence the eontraction of
li', l2' and l3' is a log flopping contraction for the pair (Y', D) and the log flop exists.

Let Y' --+ Yo' be the log flop. Since D.li' == -1, the normal bundle of li' is of type
(-1, -2). Hence Yo' has three i(1, 1, 1)-singularities. Since -Ky,, is nef and big, we

can construct a simiiar diagram Ye' --. Yi' --ÅÄ ...Yi' ----" Yi'-Fi...Y := Yl -f Xto

Lemma 3.2 by ceRsideriRg extremal ray$, wkere Yl ----, Yi'ffH"s a fiep er a gip for

i = g aRd a fip if i ) i. kt Ei be the striet tyEmsferm of E eg Yi'.
  Simllarly to Step 3 for [1], we can see that f is thfi blew up at a S(1,l,l)-
singularity or the weighted blow up at a QODP with weight (g,S,S,i). In any
case X is a Q-Fano 3-fold with J(X) = 2. Since (-Kx)3 : 4 and N = 4, F(X)
must be S. So X is what we want.

APPENDIX
  In this appendix, we give the table of a (2, O)-type coptraction from a 3-fold with
only index 2 terminal singularities.

Prep6sition. Let X be a 3-fold u]ith onjy index 2 terminal singuiaritie$ and f ;
X -År (X Q) a cgntraction of (2,g)-tgepe te g geme (Y, Q) whieh centracSs G prime
diviser g Sg G. Then the following hegds:

   (l) Assttme that ,Il7 contains ne index 2 peint. Then one of the foiiewing heids:

(2,O)i : (.Ii7,-"Ei]IE) c! (P2, Op2(1)) andQ is a smooth point ;

(2,O)2 : (E, -EIE) trt (PixPi, Op3(1)lpi .pi) and(Y, Q) nt (((xy+zw = O) c C`),o);
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(2,O)3 : (E, -EIE) .t (ps2,e, Ops(1)IF,,,) and(Y, (2) ft (((xy+x2+tvk == O) c {C`),o)(k ) 3);

      (2, e)4 : (g, -Ehe) c)t (ev2, Op2 (2)) and Q is a }(1, i, i)-singularity.

        Furthermore for all eases, f is the blow up of Q.
  (2) Assume that E contains an index 2 point. Then one of the following holds:

  (2, O)s:(E, -EIE)ftt (F2,o,l) , where l is a r'uling of F2,o.

     Åq? is a smoeth point andf is a weighted bgow up with weight (2,l,l).

                              in pawhcular we have Kx = f"Ky ÅÄ 3E;

  (2,O)6 : Kx = f'Ky +E and Q is a Corenstein singular point. E3 == i;

  (2,O)7 : Kx == f'Ky +E and Q is a Gorenstein sinyular point. E3 == 1;

  (2]G)s : Kx == f*Ky -Y E and Q ts a Gorenstein singttlar peint. E3 == g;

  (2,g)g : Kx = f'Ky -Y E andQ ts a gerenstein sing#lar peint. g3 = 2;

(2,O)io : (E,-E]IE) )t (({xy -i- w2 = O} c P(1,1,2, 1)),O(2)).

         (y, Q) c rt (((.xy + zk + w2 = O) c C`/Z2(1,1, O, 1)), o).

                                         11 1           f is a weighted blow up with a weight (lj, lj, 1, i)•

                                                         1                            In particular we have Kx = f'Ky + sE;

 (2, e)ii

Q zs ag

: ÅqE, -EIE) f)t (F2,o,3t).

(2, 1, 1)-s'inyularit'y and f is
                          1a we2ghted blow ttp with a weight g(2,1,1).

                             1In pambcular we have Kx = f'Ky + sE;

11
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